
Lecture 1.1 & 1.2
Time is an organizing principle of brain plasticity, the brain is constantly changing!

- STDP, spikes, LFP, EEG

The glymphatic system (produce CSF cerebrospinal fluid (by choroid plexus))
- depends on Glia cells (non-neuronal cells for homeostasis): helps dispel waste

products and recycle CSF and ISF, form myelin, carry nutrients
- Work with lymphatic system to carry metabolic waste from brain to clear at

liver/kidney
- Active during sleep: astrocytes/astroglia has aquaporin 4 (water channel) allows

waste to diffuse to lymphatic vessels

Behavioral-autonomic coupling (ways behavior influences cognition)
- Respiration rate drives olfactory sensing
- Amygdala control of gut: change of ph, more acidic, more digestion, problems
- Immunization activates cortisol
- Skin olfactory receptors shoes certain odor enhance skin cells healing and growth
- Cell proliferate when running // calm lifestyle degrades

12 cranial nerves e.g. trigeminal (5th)

Hypothalamus: homeostasis, hormones, drives, basic needs 4Fs!!!
- Structure: lateral, medial, periventricular

Hippocampus to hypothalamus pathways: bi-directional TIGHTLY COUPLED

Stimulate medial forebrain bundle: attached to neurochemical sites
→ outburst of NTs

The dentate gyrus of the hippocampus: neurogenesis

Gut-Brain Axis: The threatening environment and the bladder-gut-brain axis (BGBA)
- Anxiety/emotional states affects gut ecosystem, projecting and affects amygdala
- Then would change the pH in (gut microbiome) your gut, the more acidic, the different

bacteria that thrive. The gut bacteria then determines certain signals that go back to your
brain.

- Too much digestion cause health problems like ulcers
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Tapping into emotional regulation and outcome of experience: induce emotion→ measure
subjects’ response, measure emotion facilitates secondary behaviors

Directly test those with emotional dysregulation: anxiety, depression

kluver-Bucy syndrome: bilateral removal of temporal cortex in monkeys→ loss of emotional
reactivity, hypersexuality, orality, disrupted social behavior, fall in social standing

→ Weiskrantz: bilateral lesions of the amygdala (central site) produced similar changes

Amygdala and hippocampus tightly connect! → if emotionally triggering = remember better

Amygdala mediated by GABAergic neurons

Lecture 4.1
Pavlovian (fear) Conditioning: rat with shock and tone, the combination of reaction to tone and
shock=basolateral amygdala output to Central → ACTH and CRF release

Toxoplasmosis fear and predation: disease pass from rat and damages the amygdala, fear
conditioning lost → cat catches

fear conditioning in humans: colored squares with shock, neuroimaging, the amygdala activates

Patient SM (damaged amygdala):
- fear conditioning didn’t work
- didn’t recognize afraid facial expression, can't draw the afraid facial expression (draw

posture instead)

Amygdala +basal forebrain response to fearful expression → fast learning
Amygdala has a downstream effect on symp and parasymp nervous system through brainstem
nuclei and hypoth nuclei → depend on the level of arousal

Frontal lobe and limbic: associative learning and behavioral outcomes
Brainstem and limbic: behavioral regulation of autonomic response

Predispositions: prior experience and genetic profile can make you more fearful

Emotion regulation: to modify emotional experience e.g. fear extinction, active reappraisal

Ventromedial prefrontal cortex VMPFC is critical to emotional regulation
- enables new learning, inhibits amygdala, no responses to previous fear cues
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- Frontal lobes lesion and memory

Human frontal memory defects:
- Short term memory, learning, long-term memory
- Impairments in “metamemory” = awareness, self-monitoring

Stroop test: examine response inhibition, the colored color words
- Patient with medial frontal lobe and dorsolateral prefrontal have problems

Lecture 7.1

Normal cognition - normal brain aging
Predromal dementia - stable or reversible impairment, mild cognitive impairment
Dementia - vascular dementia, alzheimer’s disease, other dementias

HCF: hippocampal formation
- Damage: anterograde amnesia for new facts and events: patient HM, Alzheimer's, aging
- Components: entorhinal cortex, hippocampus: dentate gyrus, CA1-3, subiculum
- - has unidirectional circuit

Aging vs. Alzheimer’s
- Aging = no neuronal loss, few NFTs (neurofibrillary tangles) in EC layer 2, rarely in CA1
- Mild AD: almost 30% neuronal loss in EC layer 2, CA1, increasing density of NFTs
- Severe AD: 90% neuronal loss in layer 2, 50% loss in other layers, CA1, ITC, extensive

NFTs, cortical atrophy

Brain aging: neuronal loss caused by
- Glucocorticoid stress, Oxidative stress, inflammation, apoptosis, neurogenesis

Neuronal dysfunction: calcium homeostasis, synaptic dysfunction, neurotrophic factor loss,
signal transduction deficit
And environmental factors

Mild cognitive impairment: patients would have memory complaints, impaired memory
function for age and education, normal general functions and activities, not demented

- Improved if reduce hippocampal hyperactivity

Medial Temporal Lobe Circuit
- If any point is disrupted = info cut off from hippocampus
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- Powerful chemicals from endocrine glands
- Hypothalamus: eating ns sexual behavior
- Pituitary gland: controls growth, regulares glands
- Gonads: male testes and female ovaries
- Gonadotropins: stimulate testes, ovaries

→ early or late maturation: self-images, peer relations

Early adulthood: constant height, reach peak of muscle tone and strength in late teens and
twenties, peak in joint functions, decline in thirties
Middle adulthood: height lost, weight gain, skin degrade in 40s, hair thin and grey, nails
thickens, desire plastic surgery, muscle mass and strength loss, cholesterol, blood pressure
increases, the brain continues to develop

Infancy: brain demonstrates plasticity
- Shaken baby syndrome (weak muscles)
- Born with about 100 billion neurons
- Brain flexibility and resilience demonstrated in deprived environment, dramatic increases

of neural connections, brain areas mature at own pace, skills affect by myelination and
interconnections

- myelination  - visual and auditory, rapid growth of myelin sheath, dendrite and synapse
connections

- At birth, greater activity in left hemisphere
- Motor control begins at 2 months

Age 3-6: most rapid growth in frontal lobe
Age 6 to puberty: most dramatic growth in temporal and parietal lobes

Adolescence: brain continues to grow: corpus callosum - axon fibers thicken, prefrontal cortex,
amygdala

- Inadequate sleep patterns, sleep is 9.5 hours when given the opportunity, sleep debt - try
to make up sleep on the weekends,

Adulthood and aging: Brain loss 5-10% of weight in ages 20 to 30, dendrite decreases as myelin
sheath damage, shrinkage is not uniform and mostly in prefrontal cortex, general slowing of
brain and spinal cord functions

High childhood anxiety is linked to altered patterns of cortical maturation
- High variability across age
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